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Abstract

The tightly curved Banda Arc (eastern Indonesia) plays a pivotal role in the convergent interaction of the

Eurasian, Australian, and Pacific plates. Historically there have been two opposing hypotheses regarding its origin:

either the arc has been formed by two opposite-dipping subduction zones joining at the apex, or a single slab

has been wrought in its current position by surface kinematics and mantle processes. Using detailed tectonic

reconstructions and mantle tomography, the latter view has recently gained substantial support by the work of

Spakman and Hall (2010). Through numerical modelling of the instantaneous dynamics of the intricate subducting

system, the research presented here aims to determine the factors that control the evolution of the single slab,

but also to provide insight into the complexities of instantaneous numerical modelling of subduction in general.

To aid the construction of very complex model geometries, we have developed a tool that allows us to digitally

draw faults, slab sections, and plate outlines based on tomography, surface topography, and Wadati-Benioff zone

geometry. The tool communicates with the finite element mesh generator, which then gives a composite mesh

with highly desirable properties. Our results give a basic one-slab-model that satisfies both the predictions of the

Spakman and Hall model and the stress state from CMT solutions and seismic fast directions. Better agreement

can be attained by varying the buoyancy structure, to which the behavior of the model is found to be rather

sensitive. Additionally, we propose that a mantle flow component is required in order to maintain the northern

slab limb in the case that it has detached from the surface lithosphere. In the absence of flow-induced resistance,

our results suggests that further convergent motion can effect a transition towards large-scale slab detachment

progressing southward if there is little buoyant support at the d660 phase transition.

1 Introduction

Situated at the junction of the Eurasian, Indo-Australian

and Pacific-Philippine plates, the Eastern Indonesian re-

gion can be interpreted as the youngest and easternmost

extent of the Alpine-Himalayan orogenic belt. Here, on-

going oblique convergence between the Indo-Australian

and Eurasian plates will eventually result in terrane ac-

cretion and orogeny as has occurred in the history of

older orogens (e.g. Snyder and Barber 1997). As such,

the current situation represents an orogenic belt in its

infancy, and many of the structures that are present de-

formed and obscured in contemporaneous orogens are

lain out surveyably in the Eastern Indonesian region. As

recognized early on by Hamilton (1979) and many others

since, this gives the region an ideal level of complexity,

enabling it to be the proving ground for new geodynamic

concepts. Pivotal in the interaction of the three major

plates is the Banda Arc subduction suture. It is marked

by two tightly curved parallel ridges – the inner of vol-
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Figure 1: Geography and topography/bathymetry of the region. The model domain is shown as the dotted polygon,

plate boundaries are shown as thick black curves, and the two section lines that are used throughout this article

are shown as heavy white-black dashed lines. The topography and bathymetry shaded relief background is based

on the data of Smith and Sandwell (1997), accessed via: http://topex.ucsd.edu/cgi-bin/get_data.cgi. The

topography and bathymetry color legend is in km, and is constructed so that landmasses show as dark grey, with

lighter colored mountain ranges, shallow seas show yellow and oceans show gray.

canic and the outer of mixed origin (Hall and Wilson,

2000) – and it has sparked interest in the scientific com-

munity for some time (e.g. Carter et al. 1976; Cardwell

and Isacks 1978; Audley-Charles et al. 1979; Hamilton

1979; McCaffrey et al. 1985; Silver et al. 1986; Harris

1991; Hall and Wilson 2000; Hinschberger et al. 2000,

2001; Milsom 2001; Hall 2002; Das 2004; Spakman and

Hall 2010; Villeneuve et al. 2010; Di Leo et al. 2012; Hall

and Sevastjanova 2012; Špičák et al. 2012; Nguyen et al.

2013; Pownall et al. 2013; Zubaidah et al. 2014); how-

ever, the discord in resulting interpretations shows that

its origin is not straightforward.

A remarkable pattern of seismicity down-dip of the Kai

islands (Figure 1), situated on the easternmost extent

of the arc, and skepticism regarding the possibility for

a single arc to be so tightly curved without breaking

has led some authors (e.g. Cardwell and Isacks 1978;

McCaffrey et al. 1985; Das 2004) to infer that there are

two slabs subducting, one from the north and one from

the south. Other authors infer that a single slab has been

subducting along a heavily curved suture (e.g. Hamilton

1979; Hall 2002; Spakman and Hall 2010).

In an effort to combine insights from advances in the

fields of tectonic reconstruction and tomography, Spak-

man and Hall (2010) (from now on: S&H) provided a

conceptual model of the evolution of the region which

entails a continuation of the subduction zone between

Seram and Timor. They propose that the Banda arc has

rolled back into a pre-existing embayment in the buoy-

ant Australian continental lithosphere. In the process

the slab has been lain down on the d660 phase transi-

tion and has thereby acquired a spoon-shape. A resis-

tive (southward) mantle response to slab advance due to

the north-northeastward movement of Australia has, in
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the view of S&H, supported and increased this folded

slab configuration. The high amounts of strain that this

would require are likely taken up partly by tearing of the

slab beneath Buru, and continued subduction of buoyant

Australian lithospheric mantle would produce crustal de-

lamination along the suture, of which the Timor, Tan-

imbar, Aru, and Seram troughs positioned around the

outer arc (Figure 1) would be the surface expression.

The model of Spakman and Hall (2010) has interest-

ing implications not only for the Banda Region itself, but

also for the role of the mantle in the framework of abso-

lute plate motions. We therefore wish to assess its geody-

namic viability by testing this conceptual model with a

number of high-quality numerical models of the instan-

taneous (present-day) dynamics that are driven by ob-

served plate motions and realistic expectations of buoy-

ancy and viscosity structure and boundary conditions

under the assumption of S&H’s geometry. Beforehand,

we have to acknowledge the fact that even in our detailed

models there is no substitute for a natural geodynamic

evolution and that therefore our models have impeded

empirical capabilities. For example, due to the dispar-

ity between the smallest resolvable characteristics of our

models in time and space and the scale at which rele-

vant geological observations are obtained, our remain-

ing extrinsic means of validation are surface GPS mo-

tions (Spakman and Hall , 2010), centroid moment ten-

sors (Schöffel and Das, 1999; Das and Schöffel , 2000;

Das et al., 2000; Das, 2004) and anisotropy-derived LPO

(Di Leo et al., 2012). We therefore focus our efforts on

analysing the current behaviour of the slab under key

conditions: mantle resistance, buoyant support at the

d660, and slab tearing, and evaluate whether a combi-

nation of these can falsify or lend support to S&H’s pre-

dictions from a numerical modelling perspective. Addi-

tionally, we pay close attention to more general aspects of

buoyancy, rheology, and boundary conditions that should

shed light on sensitive factors in instantaneous modeling

of complex subduction in general.

2 Tectonics of the Banda region

As reviewed by Hall and Wilson (2000) and Hall (2002),

most geological evidence from the well-studied island of

Timor in the south and its apparent mirror image Seram

(Audley-Charles et al., 1979) in the north-east points to

a Neogene history of arc-continent collision as a conse-

quence of convergent motion between an extending back-

arc region and a NNE-moving Australia. These islands

and other islands of the outer arc consist of deformed

(meta-)sedimentary sequences of the Australian conti-

nental rim that are overthrust southward (on Timor) and

northeastward (on Seram) by allochtonous rocks from

the fore-arc. Using seismic reflection profiles such as

those presented in Hamilton (1979), the interpretation

of juvenile arc-continent collision is readily generalized

to the full extent of the Banda Arc (Milsom, 2001). Ac-

tive north-verging back-arc thrusting found by Hamilton

(1979) and Silver et al. (1983, 1986) north of Flores and

Wetar (the Flores-Wetar thrust) may indicate that the

collision has locally resulted in delamination of the sub-

ducting Australian lithosphere or even subduction polar-

ity reversal and slab break-off.

The northern islands of the outer arc (Buru and

Seram) have historically been part of a larger continen-

tal promontory (Hall and Wilson, 2000; Spakman and

Hall , 2010; Hall , 2012) extending northwestward from

the Australian continent and forming the northern limit

of the pre-existing embayment. As the subduction sys-

tem rolled back mainly east-southeastward, fragments

of the promontory delaminated and rifted to accrete

onto the Sundaland margin, forming the eastern arms

of Sulawesi, the Sula Spur, and the Tukang Besi plat-

form. With the principal component of subduction oc-

curring almost parallel to the length of this promontory

one would not expect to find significant shortening per-

pendicular to Seram, and indeed this is not observed

(Pairault et al., 2003). This is one of the main obsta-

cles that must be overcome by the two-slab model: from

where does the northern slab originate if there has been

no or limited subduction? Another problem with the

two-slab model is that large displacements are required

on the Tarera-Aiduna fault zone (TAFZ), running south

of the Bird’s Head. Similarity of the stratigraphic assem-
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blages on opposite sides of this fault however signify to

Hamilton (1979) (page 117) that displacement can not

have been much more than 200 km.

What is also implied by the fragmentation of the north-

ern promontory is that continental lithosphere – perhaps

including the continental lower crust – comprises a sig-

nificant part of the northern slab segment, possibly in-

creasing its buoyancy markedly (Stevens et al., 2002).

Similarly, continental lithosphere and lower crust might

also be present in the slab subducting from the south,

as pointed out by Fichtner et al. (2010). They conclude

this based on their joint observations of a thick (200 km)

shallow-lying (<100 km) high-velocity region extending

from the Australian Precambrian lithosphere northwards

beyond the Timor Trough in regional full waveform to-

mography models, and of isotope ratios commonly asso-

ciated with continental crust retrieved from volcanics of

the Inner Arc. As these authors point out, subduction

of buoyant Australian lithosphere might have been facil-

itated by the appreciable negative buoyancy of the ma-

ture subducting oceanic lithosphere, and decoupling and

obduction of the strongly buoyant upper crust may be

accounted for in the large accretionary complex present

at the outer ridge. There is, perhaps, an alternative ex-

planation for the observations of Fichtner et al. (2010)

which goes much further back in time. As described ex-

tensively in Hall and Sevastjanova (2012); Hall (2012),

the present northern margin of Australia has been the

site of extension in the late Jurassic, when rifting of the

Banda block towards it current configuration as part of

Borneo created the oceanic embayment that is now the

Banda slab. It is not unlikely that this process of rift-

ing has left a margin of extended continental lithosphere

that has had the opportunity to thermally thicken over

time. Without directly consuming the Australian con-

tinent, the slab could then still give a continental lower

crust signature to the inner arc volcanics.

As summarized above, the extensive body of scientific

research on the Banda region’s tectonics quite uniformly

sketches the Banda Arc as a crumple zone resulting from

(partial) delamination of Australian crust and obduction

of autochtonous nappes, under which the actual suture –

whether still actively subducting or not – is buried, with

deformation more recently concentrating inwards of the

arc. It seems then that our understanding of the deeper

processes lags behind the well established crustal-scale

behaviour.

Figure 2: West-northwest bird’s eye view of the model

geometry. On the foreground, the Banda slab is shown

(greenish-yellow) with above it the Eurasian plate (light

gray transparent). In the background are (also in

greenish-yellow) the Australian lithosphere (right) and a

small corner of the Caroline plate (left). Plates are sep-

arated by a fault zone (dark). From top to bottom, the

black contours denote depths of 410, 660, and 1500 km.

3 Methods

We have developed a tool in Wolfram Mathematica (Wol-

fram Research, 2012) that allows us to construct a re-

gion’s slabs, faults and plates in three dimensions based

on a number of data-sets (e.g. topography (Smith and

Sandwell , 1997), tomography (Spakman and Hall , 2010),

earthquake hypocenter locations (ANSS Comprehensive

Catalog)). The tool then translates this structure into an

aggregate of piecewise linear complices1 that we provide

to a tetrahedral mesh generator to create a boundary-

conforming mesh. (See also Appendix D for a more de-

tailed explanation of the construction procedure.) Fig-

ure 2 shows the geometry that is used in all models that

1Piecewise Linear Complex (PLC): a generalization of the poly-

hedron that can approximate any geometrical shape. The general-

ity is introduced by allowing individual facets to be irregular (even

non-convex, non-simply connected) polygons.
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we present in this paper, and in the following sections

we expound on its components and geometry (Section

3.1), the governing equations (Section 3.2), rheology and

phase transitions (Section 3.3), the buoyancy structure of

the domain (Section 3.4), the boundary conditions that

we use (Section 3.5) and the numerical methods we em-

ploy to solve the geodynamical problem (Section 3.6),

and finally the variations upon the base model that we

introduce to test various aspects of the model (Section

3.7).

3.1 Model components and geometry

Our model domain (Figure 2) is defined as a spherical

shell fragment in Cartesian coordinates. It has a max-

imum lateral extent of [−15.2, 3.3]◦N, [112.0, 137.1]◦E

and reaches a depth of 1500 km. The polygon that

bounds the domain laterally is limited to the region of

interest by excluding the interiors of peripheral continen-

tal regions (e.g. a corner of Sundaland in the northwest

and a corner of Australia in the southeast) which fa-

cilitates to align the domain walls parallel the absolute

plate motions of Doubrovine et al. (2012) that are used

throughout this research.

The mesh that we have constructed consist of six sub-

meshes – one for each large-scale structural feature of the

region – that fit precisely together:

1. The Indo-Australian lithosphere makes up most of

the southern and eastern margins of the domain.

A small part of the Indian Ocean is present in the

southwest corner of the model, the rest of this region

consists of thick (150 km) Australian lithosphere

that approaching the arc gently tapers to a thick-

ness of 103 km. A wedge-shaped region of weakened,

thinner lithosphere spanning the region between the

Kai Islands and the eastern Sorong fault segment

rheologically decouples the Bird’s Head region from

the Australian mainland so that it can be entrained

in the more Pacific-dominated deformation field that

exists there.

2. The Sunda-Banda slab forms the subducted part of

the Indo-Australian lithosphere. It is constructed

by defining a number of vertical section planes par-

allel to the apparent dip direction and specifying on

each the upper surface of the slab following the seis-

mic and tomographic expression of the slab shape.

The upper surface is then formed by bi-quadratic

down-dip and along-strike interpolation. The lower

slab surface is formed by displacing the upper sur-

face by the slab thickness in the direction of the

radius of curvature. Where the slab thickness (103

km) exceeds the radius of curvature, the slab is lo-

cally thinned. This occurs only beneath Buru at a

depth of 100-150 km, where in fact local thinning

can simulate to some degree the widely accepted

tearing of the slab (Das, 2004). Following the in-

terpretation of Spakman and Hall (2010), the small

portion of the Java slab that is present in our mod-

els near the western domain wall extends to a depth

of 1200 km, penetrating the d660 phase transition.

The Banda slab itself descends into the mantle at

an angle of about ∼ 70◦ northward beneath Timor,

∼ 40◦ westward beneath the Kai Islands, and about

∼ 70◦ southward beneath Seram, but deflects into

a flat-lying portion beneath the Banda Sea when it

reaches the d660 phase transition.

3. The Pacific plate represents a simplification of the

actual layout, ignoring the Pacific-Caroline subdivi-

sion and replacing the two-sided subduction of the

Molucca sea plate that is locally accommodating

the Pacific-Eurasian convergence by a single thrust

fault. It is conjectured (Milsom, 2001) that the

pincer movement of the two Phillipine slabs forces

southward extrusion of the mantle where it subse-

quently inflates the Banda slab and is therefore an

important factor in the history of the region. Here

we do not attempt to model this hypothesis which

would require a substantially larger model domain.

Because it is old, cold and rigid, the Pacific plate

only needs to take up a small part of the domain, al-

lowing to incorporate its substantial kinematic forc-

ing. At the southern margin of the Pacific plate (the

Sorong transform fault), a small ribbon of the Bird’s

Head peninsula is present.

4. The Eurasian plate takes up the remaining sur-

face space and is therefore a major presence in
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our model. It is roughly divided into the heav-

ily deformed (weak) mixed-origin Sundaland margin

(Hall , 2002) in the northwest and the young oceanic

Banda basin in the center of the domain. This is

of course a strong simplification of the actual sit-

uation, in which the Sundaland margin consists of

continental blocks interspersed with discrete faults

and rifted oceanic basins, and the Banda basin con-

sists of young oceanic basins, continental fragments

and a volcanic arc, and is regionally extremely deep

(e.g. the Weber deep). These simplifications ease

the problem of gravitational balancing which is a

necessity for instantaneous models with a free sur-

face and/or open boundary conditions.

5. Finite-width (20 km) shear zones are constructed

to accommodate and localize strain between plates.

They cut the entire lithosphere and serve as an anal-

ogy for a subduction channel (Banda Arc), trans-

verse fault (Sorong fault zone, Bird’s Head penin-

sula), or thrust fault (our Molucca Sea thrust im-

plementation). A complex system of transform- and

thrust faults in the Molucca Sea region (Hall , 2002)

results in a diffuse triple junction between the three

plates. It is constructed in our models as a discrete

triple junction of the three faults that is bordered

by weakened lithosphere under the Molucca Sea.

6. Simply put, the mantle fills the remaining space up

to a depth of 1500 km. This large vertical extent

is to ensure freedom of movement of the western-

most portion of the slab, which extends to a depth

of about 1200 km.

While our model making tool is capable of generating

one or more crustal layers, we refrained from doing so

because our first interest here is slab-mantle interaction.

We therefore make our model purely lithospheric, and

include a crust only implicitly by adding to the litho-

spheric thickness and buoyancy (see Section 3.4). At the

surface, the presence of first-order topography promotes

isostatic balance.

Table 1: Symbols used in equations

Symbol Meaning Unit

Adiff Diffusion creep pre-factor Pa−1 s−1

Adisl Dislocation creep pre-factor Pa−n s−1

α Thermal expansion coefficient K−1

cP Specific heat at constant P J kg−1 K−1

d Thickness of the lithosphere m

dcr. Thickness of the crust m

dmax Maximal lithospheric thickness 1.50 · 105 m

Ediff Diff. creep activation energy J mol−1

Ediff Disl. creep activation energy J mol−1

η Viscosity Pa s

ηmax Upper limit of viscosity 1024 Pa s

ηmin Lower limit of viscosity 1019 Pa s

ε̇ Strain-rate tensor s−1

f Vicosity prefactor -

fcrust Crustal fraction -

g, g Gravitational acceleration m s−2

Γ(r) Phase function -

γd410 Clapeyron slope of the d410 +3.0 · 106 Pa K−1

γd660 Clapeyron slope of the d660 −2.5 · 106 Pa K−1

n Dislocation creep exponent -

KT Incompressibility at constant T Pa

k Thermal conductivity W m−1 K−1

P Pressure Pa

P0 d410 d410 intercept pressure 7.5 · 109 Pa

P0 d660 d660 intercept pressure 2.6 · 1010 Pa

R Gas constant 8.314 J mol−1 K−1

r Position vector in R3 m

Re Slab thermal Reynolds number -

ρ Density kg m−3

ρ0 Density at room temperature kg m−3

ρ0(‖r‖) Reference density profile kg m−3

∆ρd410 d410 density increase 273 kg m−3

∆ρd660 d660 density increase 342 kg m−3

σ Full stress tensor Pa

T Temperature K

T0 T at the surface 273 K

Td Mantle temperature at z = dmax 1623 K

τ Deviatoric stress tensor Pa

Vdiff Diff. creep activation volume m3 mol−1

Vdisl Disl. creep activation volume m3 mol−1

τ Deviatoric stress tensor Pa

v, v Velocity m s−1

x1, x2 Local slab coordinates m

z Depth beneath surface m

3.2 Governing equations

The incompressible mass and momentum conservation

equations (1) and (2), which are coupled through the con-

stitutive equation (3), are solved for the instantaneous
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velocity field. When the full pressure P = Plith + Pdyn

is used in the Stokes equation the precision range re-

quired of the solver is very large due to Plith being huge

in comparison to Pdyn. We therefore rewrite the tra-

ditional right-hand side of the Stokes equation (ρg) to

[ρ(~r)− ρ0(|~r|)] g with ρ0(|~r|) a radial reference density

profile of an adiabatic mantle with phase transitions so

that the reduced pressure Pred decomposes into more

equal parts. This does however complicate the models in

certain respects. The presence of topography means that

a laterally variable column of air is implicitly present,

which must have a density of 0 − ρ0, giving a nonzero

negative and variable pressure at the surface. This neg-

ative pressure must be prescribed at the free surface (if

it is used), or the model will collapse. The solution to

this problem and its motivation is continued in Section

3.5. The (reduced) lithostatic pressure is calculated by

integrating the (reduced) density on the linear basis func-

tions of the elements, and it therefore does not depend

on the solution.

∇ · v = 0 (1)

∇Pred −∇ · τ = [ρ(r)− ρ0(|r|)] g (2)

τij = η ε̇ij (3)

3.3 Rheology and phase transitions

Following the approach of Čı́̌zková et al. (2012)2, a

pressure-, temperature- and rate dependent rheology (4–

6) is implemented to simulate dislocation- and diffusion

creep behaviour. The non-linearity that is introduced

by letting strain rate through the viscosity depend on

itself is resolved by first calculating a viscosity field for

a constant (10−15) second invariant of strain rate ε̇II ,

and taking the corresponding velocity field as a launch

point for an iteration of the solution procedure until con-

vergence is reached. Typically four to ten iterations are

needed, depending on the locality of flow. Fault zones are

always linearly viscous with a constant predetermined

2Following Čı́̌zková et al. (2012), we adopt a B-family viscosity

profile with a volumetric lower mantle average of 1022 Pa·s, but

disregard a stress-limiting contribution to the viscosity.

strength. To avoid unstable behaviour, a lower viscos-

ity limit of 1019 Pa s is prescribed, except in Newtonian

media (i.e.: fault zones). The viscosity pre-factor f can

be used to locally weaken material while retaining its

strain-rate weakening behaviour.

ηdisl = A
−1/n
disl exp

(
Edisl + VdislP

nRT

)
ε̇

1−n
n

II (4)

ηdiff = A−1
diffexp

(
Ediff + VdiffP

RT

)
(5)

ηeff = f

[
1

ηdisl
+

1

ηdiff
+

1

ηmax

]−1

(6)

We include phase transitions at the d410 and d660

through jumps in density and viscosity only, ignoring

any energetic effects (see Table 1). The phase field

Γ(r) is calculated from the (signed) transition distance

function d(r) as a normal CDF3 (7) with a standard

deviation σ chosen both to reflect the gradual nature

of the transition and to promote numerical stability.

The transition distance function d(r) itself reflects the

shortest distance from coordinate r to the pressure level

Pt(T ) = Pt(0) + γ T (the transformation pressure at

temperature T ). The distance field d(r) is signed as

P (r) − Pt(T (r)), resulting in Γ = 0 for pre-transition

materials and Γ = 1 for post-transition materials.

Γi(r) =
1

2

[
1 + erf

(
di(r)

σi
√

2

)]
(7)

Equation (7) is also used to prescribe viscosity and

buoyancy in anomalous lithospheric regions (see Table

A.1). In that case, the region is described by a general

polygonal region, and d(r) is given by the signed point-

polygon distance (positive inwards). Slab tears are estab-

lished by defining tetrahedral wedges, with d(r) defined

similarly. A deviating material property Y (e.g.: vis-

cosity) with desired magnitude yi in region i reflecting

either anomalies or phase transitions is then described

as (8). Where a superposition of region occurs, the last

defined prevails and (8) is applied recursively. Regions of

anomalous lithosphere are defined per plate and cannot

cross fault zones.

3Cumulative Density Function; f(x) = 1
2

[
1 + erf

(
x√
2σ2

)]
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Yi(r) = Yi−1(r) [1− Γi(r)] + yi Γi(r)

Y0 = y0

(8)

3.4 Buoyancy structure

The buoyancy term ρ in our models is computed by su-

perposing the thermal contribution ∆ρ = −αρ0∆T on

the reference density ρ0 of the material, which is mea-

sured at temperature T0 + 20 K = 293 K. This can be

done by taking the thermodynamic relation (9) and as-

suming that lateral pressure differences are small and

the compressibility of the relevant materials is tiny. In

fact, we assume incompressibility throughout our domain

(Section 3.2).

∆ρ ≈ ∂ρ
∂T

∣∣∣
P

∆T + ∂ρ
∂P

∣∣∣
T

∆P =

−αρ0∆T +K−1
T ρ0∆P ≈ −αρ0∆T

(9)

Inside our slab we define the local coordinate system

to have an axis x1 = x′1d parallel to the down-dip direc-

tion and a perpendicular axis x2 = x′2d facing inward

(with d the slab thickness). We then evaluate equa-

tion (10) – adapted from McKenzie (1970) by rewriting

the adiabatic term – along these curvilinear coordinates.

The assumptions of historically constant subduction ve-

locity v and sufficiently old age of the subducting litho-

sphere used by McKenzie (1970) remain unchanged. The

symbol Re that appears in equation (10) is the thermal

Reynolds number, which is defined as

Re =
ρ0 cP v d

2k
. (11)

We find that using nmax = 40 summation terms

yields sufficiently small errors. McKenzie (1970) im-

poses mantle temperature boundary conditions starting

at the trench whereas in reality the slab surface is also

in contact with the overriding plate. We fix this issue

by locally selecting min(Tlithosphere, Tslab) as the actual

temperature.

In regions away from the slab, equation (12) summa-

rizes the geotherm. With the thickness of the lithosphere

being determined prior to construction of the geometry

based on a plate model, the lithospheric temperature is

assumed to be a linear function with depth z, increasing

from T0 to Td, the potential temperature of the astheno-

sphere. Temperature after the lithosphere-asthenosphere

interface is constant for a while at Td forming a thermal

boundary layer, until the maximum lithospheric depth

is reached, after which it increases adiabatically. Con-

structing geotherms this way means that if the litho-

sphere is in lateral gravitational equilibrium then the rest

of the mantle is too – except near slabs.

T =


T0 + (Td − T0) z/d z < d

Td d ≤ z≤ dmax

Td exp (α g (z − dmax) /cP ) z > dmax

(12)

Generating a lithospheric buoyancy structure based on

estimates alone is likely to cause more severe isostatic

imbalance than is realistic. Since open boundary condi-

tions are found to require a state of lateral gravitational

equilibrium, we enforce it – even in regions where this is

unlikely – by locally correcting the reference density to

account for 1) the presence of a water column, 2) esti-

mation errors of parameters such as crustal- and litho-

spheric thickness and -density, and 3) dynamic topogra-

phy. Unfortunately, the latter two contributions cannot

be distinguished from each other. A large correction fac-

tor however might be more readily attributed to dynamic

topography than to misestimation of parameters. Table

A.2 lists the reference density and the density corrections

for the respective regions.

Our lithosphere does not explicitly include a crustal

layer. We incorporate a crust implicitly by distribut-

ing the crustal density contribution throughout the litho-

spheric column, according to (13), with fcrust the regional

crustal thickness as a fraction of the total lithospheric

thickness d, estimated using Mooney et al. (1998).

ρcrust+lith. = fcrustρcrust + (1− fcrust)ρlith. (13)

It is assumed that once subducting, lithosphere loses

the larger part of its sediment cover either to the ac-

cretionary wedge or to the mantle wedge by delamina-

tion (see Currie et al. 2007). Consequently, the crustal
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Tslab = exp

(
z α g

cP

)Td + 2 [Td − T0]

nmax∑
n=1

(−1)n

nπ
exp

([
Re−

√
Re2 + (nπ)2

]
x′1

)
sin (nπ [1− x′2])

 (10)

density is increased to 3000 kg m−3, with the removed

sediment cover assumed to be replaced by ambient man-

tle. The sediment cover estimate is based on Laske et al.

(1997).

3.5 Boundary conditions

Open boundary conditions following Chertova et al.

(2012) are implemented by prescribing the reduced litho-

static pressure Pred through the normal stress σn as a

natural boundary condition on velocity. Following (14),

this can only be done when by, ηeff
∂vn
∂n � Pred, or the

magnitude of normal stress will be underestimated. We

ensure that this condition holds by prescribing the ve-

locity direction parallel to n (|vn| = ‖v‖), i.e. normal to

the domain walls forcing local laminar flow, and by tak-

ing n upwards at the free surface where flow is mainly

horizontal. This solution at the free surface is however

never a complete one. Recall from section 3.2 that we

have to prescribe a negative pressure condition at the

surface owing to our use of a reduced density, which im-

plicitly gives a variable column of negative-density air.

In places at the surface where τn is large, for example

due to a negatively buoyant slab attached to the litho-

sphere, the surface is loaded with pressure and trench

retreat is promoted. On the other hand, prescribing free

slip conditions at the surface inhibits trench retreat since

velocity at the subduction suture can not have a vertical

component. Since we do not want to diminish the effect

of a strongly positively buoyant Australian lithosphere,

it is more realistic to prescribe free slip conditions on

Australia regardless of the choice of surface boundary

condition in other regions. Free-slip surface conditions

are assigned to the reference model, and free surface con-

ditions are safely chosen as deviations on this. Free slip

conditions are also chosen at the mantle level for cer-

tain domain walls that are parallel to the subduction-

or surface motion direction. These include the western

domain wall, which includes the wall-parallel subducting

slab, and the eastern and northern domain walls, which

are parallel to motion of the surface lithosphere. Depend-

ing on the model setup, this leaves the option for open

southern, southeastern and northwestern domain walls.

At the lithospheric side walls the absolute plate velocity

of Doubrovine et al. (2012) is prescribed through the Eu-

ler poles. One notable exception is at the western side

of the Indian ocean, where free slip conditions allow for

in-plane deformation of the lithosphere – should the con-

vergent motion there require this. No-slip conditions are

imposed at the bottom of the domain to simulate a some-

what stagnant lower mantle. It also provides additional

stability to the open boundaries, which in combination

with low upper-mantle viscosity would allow the mantle

to slip out of the domain freely.

σn = −P + τn = −P + ηε̇n

= −P + 1
2ηn ·

[
∇v + (∇v)T

]
· n

= −P + η ∂vn∂n

(14)

3.6 Numerical methods

Equations (1–3) are solved using the integrated method

(pressure is not eliminated) on a mesh of linear tetrahe-

dral Taylor-Hood elements using the commercial general-

purpose finite-element package SEPRAN (Segal and

Praagman, 2005; Van den Berg et al., 2012). By em-

ploying element groups for each of the material volumes

we have, it is possible to prescribe dual matrix input

for interface nodes, allowing discrete transitions of e.g.

viscosity. The solver used is the iterative IDR(S) (Son-

neveld and van Gijzen, 2008), with the parameter S –

the number of inner loop iterations – set to 10 based on

the best results of a preliminary performance analysis.

Internally, viscosity gradients are also very high across

elements, and we have found that this is very demand-

ing for the solver. In fact, no convergence is reached at

all for low values of S (1, 2 or 4), at which the IDR(S)

solver approaches behaviour of typical CG-based solvers.
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The element size varies from 8 km in the fault zones

through 10 − 20 km (plates and slabs) to 80 km (lower

mantle), resulting in a mesh of 800 000 nodal points, giv-

ing 3.2 · 106 degrees of freedom. In one full Stokes-solve

we need approximately 800 iterations to reach 6 orders

of magnitude residual reduction, and including matrix

building this takes about 20 minutes. Typically four to

ten full Stokes-solves are needed to resolve the rheology

(see Section 3.3). A full model run including a number

of processing steps takes therefore between 2 and 5 hours

to finish.

3.7 Experiments

The reference model described in the previous sections

(and summarized quantitatively in Tables A.1, A.2, and

A.3) has a laterally uniform slab structure and a pas-

sive mantle due to the possibility for through-flow at

the northwestern and southern margins. There is a need

for deviations from this reference model. An important

feature of S&H’s conceptual models is an active compo-

nent of resistive mantle flow relative to the north-moving

slab. This is simulated by closing the northeastern do-

main wall to through-flow, or more indirectly by closing

the southern domain walls. Closed domain walls have

free-slip rather than open boundary conditions. A net

influx of lithosphere implies however that there must al-

ways be at least one open mantle sidewall. We model

the proposed horizontal tear beneath Buru at a depth

of 100-200 km using a wedge-shaped zone where the vis-

cosity approaches mantle values. It is not unlikely that a

similar (vertical) tear exists at the transition between the

deep Java slab and the flat-lying portion of the Banda

slab and it is also simulated as a low-viscosity wedge.

As detailed in the Introduction, the arrival of buoyant

Australian lithosphere at the Banda Arc has put a halt to

trench retreat. While – following Section 3.5 – applying a

stress-free surface everywhere would promote unwanted

trench retreat at the Australian margin, we do run ex-

periments with a free surface on Eurasia and the Pacific

in order to assess the feasibility of incorporating it in fu-

ture models. It is not expected that the behaviour of the

already simplified Eurasia-Pacific convergence zone con-

forms more to reality under free surface conditions than

under free slip conditions, but it might promote a state

of stress more on par with soft collision.

In particular, we investigate the sensitivity of the slab-

mantle flow field to several sources of uncertainty in the

parameters that were chosen for the reference model. In

the absence of mantle resistance (the reference model),

the main features affecting the slab dynamics should be

its strength- and buoyancy structure. While the density

depends on temperature, the viscosity depends on both

these quantities through its relation with the lithostatic

pressure. An effective way to investigate both properties

is through varying the thermal Reynolds number Re of

the slab, which comprises the combined effect of adapting

the historical subduction rate v, the thermal conductivity

k, or the heat capacity cP (11). Decreasing Re will re-

duce the depth to which the cold core protrudes, making

the slab overall hotter and more buoyant. This reduces

the lithostatic pressure particularly in steep-dipping re-

gions. A pressure reduction and a temperature increase

would then cause the slab to weaken by both the diffusion

and dislocation creep mechanisms.

The fault zones that accommodate motion between the

plates in our model are in reality perhaps much weaker,

but quite certainly also much thinner. The effect of these

two competing properties on stress transmission is not

straightforward to predict, and therefore we pay atten-

tion to this in some detail by keeping the reference ge-

ometry but varying the viscosity of the fault zones over

the values ηfz = 1018 Pa s (reference), ηfz = 1020 Pa s,

and ηfz = 1022 Pa s.

The flat-lying portion of the Banda slab rests on the

d660 phase transition and may be in approximate equilib-

rium. However, the tomography and hypocenter location

data on which our geometry is based are not sufficiently

accurate to predict the exact depth of the flat-lying slab.

While retaining the original geometry, the buoyancy of

the flat-lying portion can be varied by increasing or de-

creasing the Clapeyron slope of the d660 phase transi-

tion. In this way we can assess the sensitivity of the

slab-mantle flow field to the dynamics of the flat-lying

slab.

An iteration procedure is needed to resolve the nonlin-

ear diffusion creep rheology, Therefore, it is possible to

investigate the effect of strain rate localization in all mod-
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els by simply comparing the initial situation of constant

low strain-rate (ε̇II = 10−15) with the final situation, in

which viscosity is in balance with strain-rate.

The parameter space that is investigated in this re-

search is detailed schematically in Table A.4.

4 Initial model features

4.1 Isostasy of the lithosphere

As explained in Section 3.4, buoyancy contributions of

the crust and the hydrosphere are distributed through

the lithosphere. This procedure creates radially uniform

lithospheric shell fragments that are in approximate iso-

static equilibrium and suppresses excitation of large lat-

eral flow instabilities in the mantle, which have been

found to interact with the slab. Additional corrections

to the reference density of the plates are necessary to

achieve this state of equilibrium. At around 0.05% of

the total density (Table A.2), corrections are minor in

the Australian, Indian Ocean and Pacific lithosphere and

can be attributed to estimation errors of crustal thick-

ness, crustal density, etc. A correction of ∼ −0.5% is

applied to the overall density of the ”weak mixed” litho-

sphere profile. Because it is a generalization of a suite of

more complex lithospheric profiles including the starkly

heterogeneous Sundaland Margin, the Bird’s Head weak

wedge, and the faulted Molucca Sea region, this is still

not surprising and can also easily be attributed to e.g.

underestimation of crustal thickness. However, in com-

parison to its small thickness (26 km in total), the Banda

Ocean lithosphere requires a significant density increase

of ∼ 0.7%.

Although regional isostasy is achieved by tuning the

material density of certain lithospheric profiles, there is

still local imbalance at the transitions from one plate

type to another. This is likely due to sampling errors:

the topography of the surface and lithospheric base are

sampled quite coarse in comparison to the smooth mate-

rial transition function (7). This is supported by figure

B.1b, which shows that indeed transitions in lithospheric

thickness are patchy rather than smooth. As a result of

the failed isostatic balance, there is a a visible yet lo-

cal effect on the (upper) mantle flow at the open bound-

aries. We assume that these effects can be ignored due to

their small radius of influence, which ensures that they

incite negligible mass fluxes on the scale of the model.

These pressure deviations do however severely impede

the functionality of free surface conditions. This effect is

described in detail in Section 5.3.

4.2 Phase transitions

Figures 3 and B.3a,b show the effects of phase transitions

in the reference model. While the volume rendering of

Figure 3 is difficult to interpret quantitatively, it neatly

shows how the effects of the d410 and the d660 compare

in terms of magnitude and volume. Although the density

increase associated with the d660 is higher than that of

the d410, the integrated effect of these opposing phase

transitions on the buoyancy structure seems to be in

favour of the latter. This is because the Clapeyron slope

of the d410 is steeper than that of the d660, and because

the d410 has a much larger circumference than the d660

due to the conical shape of the slab. Both these mech-

anism give the negative buoyancy ribbon at the d410 a

larger volume. A third but possibly minor effect is that

as the steepness of the slab increases, the pressure gradi-

ent increases accordingly due to the vertical stacking of

dense material. This locally diminishes the topography

of the d660 as the slab beneath Bali steepens with depth.

This effect is not directly visible inside the slab, but Fig-

ure B.3a shows that it is evidently present in the mantle

adjacent to the slab. There, increased pressure caused

by the dense d410 anomaly directly overhead forms a

dense halo at the d660. We observe that in the flat-lying

portion of the Banda slab the phase function contour fol-

lows the bottom of the slab precisely. This indicates that

the slab there is supported to a quite high degree by the

d660, but not entirely.

4.3 Initial viscosity structure

The viscosity field at the start of the nonlinear iteration

procedure is shown in Figure B.5a. At a volume-average

lower mantle viscosity of 5 · 1021 Pa s it is approximately

as viscous as the preferred model of Čı́̌zková et al. (2012).

Since in the mantle lateral gradients of the full lithostatic

pressure are negligible and the adiabat is a radial func-
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Figure 3: Volume rendering of the reduced density ρ(r)−ρ0(‖r‖). (Nearly) neutrally buoyant regions are transparent.

The overriding Eurasian plate is not shown. In the background, the positively buoyant Australian continent can be

seen arriving at the trench. Thin black contours mark 50 kg m−3 reduced density intervals, starting at 0.

tion by default, the viscosity profile is perfectly stratified.

At the surface, the lithospheric strength profile can be

dissected into two more or less equal layers; the top layer

is a viscous core in which the effective viscosity is at the

local limit of f × 1024 Pa s; the bottom layer is formed

by the transition toward the asthenospheric minimum of

1019 Pa s. With depth, pressure and temperature are

competing to respectively increase or decrease the vis-

cosity. In the slab, the contribution of pressure to the

viscosity seems to dominate over that of temperature.

As a consequence the slab gradually becomes more vis-

cous with depth.

5 Surface motions and stress field

5.1 Reference model

Under the free slip top conditions of the reference model,

surface deformation has a plain-strain character. As

shown in Figure B.6a, the pattern of surface flow shows

rigid blocks that are transported uniformly with the kine-

matic boundary conditions: the Australia block moves

appoximately 15◦ east of north at a rate of 7 cm/yr,

the Pacific plate moves 20◦ north of west at about the

same rate, and the Eurasian block has an insignificant

velocity component – which is consistent with the model

of Doubrovine et al. (2012). The weakness of the fault

zones implies that almost all deformation is accommo-

dated there, and this incites significant along-fault-strike

velocities on the order of 1 m/yr. (To highlight the in-

plate velocity field these fault-zone velocities are not in-

cluded in the legend of Figure B.6). It is observed that

these velocities move material away from areas that are

transpressing, to such an extent that these fault zones

are not stable features anymore – i.e.: the rate of lateral

material transport is so high that fault zones will locally

deplete in a short time. In line with these observations,

the velocity gradients across fault zones are high, leading

to an angular pattern of flow.

In the Bird’s Head region the flow field deviates from

block-like behaviour, and in-plate deformation occurs.

Strain-rate (not presented) is about 102 times higher

than average in the weak wedge that separates the Bird’s

Head Peninsula from mainland New Guinea in our mod-

els. There, the uniform plate velocity field of Australia

is transformed into an almost perfect rotational move-

ment at the Bird’s Head Peninsula. The axis of this

rotational movement is located approximately on Seram.

The subducted lithosphere there is observed to move in

accordance with this swirling motion down to depths of

approximately 250 km. While an interesting feature,
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it does imply that east of the rotation axis the north-

ernmost Banda Arc is currently in extension since the

(subducted) lithosphere is moving north, and the Banda

Basin is relatively motionless. The wide and weak fault

zone basically decouples the Banda Basin from the sur-

rounding plates.

5.2 Strength of the fault zones

At a fault strength of ηeff = 1020 Pa s (Figure B.6b),

deformation is clearly more equally partitioned between

plates and fault zones. Transverse currents occur only

in isolated patches of the fault zones, and their magni-

tude has been limited to 9 cm/yr. While much of the

flow field remains the same, deformation is more dif-

fuse in the Bird’s Head peninsula, and there is a marked

component of northwards flow in the easternmost Banda

Ocean, more on par with the movement of the enclosing

Australian plate. The northernmost stretch of Banda

Arc still experiences extensional deformation, albeit to

a much smaller degree than observed in the reference

model. In the southern reach of the model, it is observed

that the subducting Australian lithosphere is transmit-

ting a larger portion of its northward velocity to the over-

riding plate than the subducting Indian Ocean Litho-

sphere.

In models that have an effective viscosity ηeff = 1022

Pa s (Figure B.6c) – only one order of magnitude lower

than weak lithosphere – the velocity field becomes very

diffuse. Of the ∼ 7 cm/yr of convergence at the Banda

Suture only 1-2 cm/yr is accommodated at the fault

zones; the rest is diffused internally. The rotation pole

of the Bird’s Head Peninsula is now situated roughly at

the southeast limb of Sulawesi, meaning that the entire

Banda Arc subduction suture is in a state of active con-

vergence, although convergence rates are minor between

the Bird’s Head and Seram. The Indian Ocean and Aus-

tralian lithosphere is left largely undeformed. Increasing

the viscosity of the wide plate-boundary fault zone mim-

ics the much thinner and mostly locked fault zone that

may exist in reality.

5.3 Free surface conditions

We have conducted experiments with partial free surface

conditions (Australia remains free-slip), but with mixed

success. Although the free surface conditions are shown

to function as described in the Methods section, they are

highly susceptible to lateral variations of lithostatic pres-

sure. As detailed in Section 4.1, our models are not in

perfect isostatic balance at the transition between litho-

spheric types. As a consequence, a pressure shadow that

is cast throughout the mantle induces a down-welling

that interacts with the slab at depth. We therefore do

not describe the results of this model in much detail as

they are considered invalid. Free surface conditions do

however have the advantage of equilibrating lithospheric

stress, as we observe (not presented). Also, free surface

conditions relieve a lot of the strain introduced by our

simplification of the Philippines subduction system.

6 Slab behaviour and mantle flow

6.1 Reference model

Below the lithosphere, the subducting slab is the sole

source of lateral heterogeneity of both buoyancy and

strength. As such, it is the dominant mechanism driv-

ing mantle flow. At the end of the nonlinear rheology-

resolving loop, the simple geometry of the reference

model, with open southern and northwestern mantle

sidewalls, shows an interesting pattern of flow.

(Figure 5a.) Along most of the north-dipping part of

the slab, the flow field does not straightforwardly follow

the shape of the slab – i.e.: subduction is not stationary.

As shown in the representative vertical section in Figure

B.8, the slab instead moves at a very shallow angle for

about 200 km north of the subduction zone, after which

the flow quickly bends around to dip steeper than the

slab. In the westernmost part of the Banda slab where

it penetrates the d660, slab dip increases with depth and

when it does so, it conforms more and more with the

direction of flow. As a consequence of the sharp ver-

tical flow bend the magnitude of velocity decreases lo-

cally at the bottom of the slab. In line with theoretical

predictions, the flow accelerates under the influence of
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(a) Reference model (b) Torn slab

(c) Northeast closed (d) Torn slab, northeast closed

(e) Torn slab, northeast closed, γd660 increased to 150% (f) Thermal Reynolds number of slab decreased to 60%

Figure 5: West level view at the slab, which has been made slightly transparent to show the velocity vectors on the

eastern side.
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the d410, and then decelerates again starting around the

d660. This phenomenon is also accurately captured in

Figure 4, where stress hyper-streamlines (refer to Fig-

ure’s caption or Appendix C) show mild down-dip ten-

sion in the upper part of the slab, which going down are

superseded by strong down-dip components of compres-

sion.

In the spoon-shaped part of the slab the velocity fol-

lows a different pattern. Moving eastward into the bend,

the slab is bounded by moving plates around its perime-

ter and as a consequence flow is highly influenced by the

kinematic boundary conditions. These are moving the

slab almost perpendicular to its dip due north, but still

with a notable downward component. Further north-

wards around the bend of the Banda Arc in the region

beneath Buru, the movement of the slab interacts with

the rotating Bird’s Head. Perhaps aided by the torque

provided by the counter-clockwise toroidal mantle flow

component present there (see Figure 7a), this decreases

the northward velocity of the slab beneath Buru. The

downward component of velocity becomes more promi-

nent as a consequence of this. Being bordered by a

down-going slab on all sides, the flat-lying portion of

the Banda slab has only its positive buoyancy to help

it float on the d660. Clearly, this is not enough and it

sinks with considerable speed (5.5 cm/yr). This obser-

vation is supported by analysis of the stress field. The

stress hyper-streamlines of Figure 4 show compressive

stresses pushing down on the flat-lying slab mainly from

the south, while tensile stresses (Figure 6a) connecting

this area with the deep-subducting Java slab imply that

it is dragged down there. Indeed, downward velocity of

the flat-lying slab is highest in the south.

Figure 4 also shows that while the apical easternmost

extent of the Banda Arc and the underlying slab are in

strong north-south compression, there are clear exten-

sional bands running obliquely from the surface beneath

East-Timor west toward the intermediate-depth flat slab,

and running just east of Buru downward. This must

mean that there is extension competing with N-S short-

ening.

At a maximal rate of 25 cm/yr, flow is mostly confined

to the upper mantle. An exception to this is in the west-

ern region of the model, where the slab extends to depths

large enough to stir the lower mantle to some degree.

Here, text-book return flows feed down-going material

southward out of the model at intermediate depths, and

wedge flow driven by drag of the subducting slab is suck-

ing in asthenosphere at shallow depths from the north-

west. Close to the deep slab, subduction also induces a

small forward flux in the lower mantle. Eastward, where

the Banda Slab does not extend below the d660, return

flows are confined to the upper mantle.

The most prominent feature of flow is a sizable as-

thenospheric influx from the northwestern open domain

wall into the spoon-shaped region formed by the Banda

slab (Figure 7a). No significant return flow is observed

in the mid-eastern part of the model, meaning that the

flow is required by the steeper-than-dip movement of the

slab to accommodate a volume increase. While most of

the mantle flux entering the Banda embayment through

the northwestern open sidewall, a secondary component

enters from the east, in all likelihood driven by the east-

ward moving Pacific plate. Taking a sharp counterclock-

wise turn when it flows horizontally around the slab edge,

it is likely to induce a significant torque helping to keep

the slab upright.

6.1.1 Unstable flow features

The flow field that we compute has a few undesirable

properties. First of all, the fault zones are so weak

that they are expelled into the mantle, creating a small

but noticeable mantle wedge flow component at supra-

subduction rates (∼ 50 cm yr−1). This is also a prob-

lem at the Halmahera front, at which we simplified the

double-sided subduction configuration to a single thrust

fault. Having a dip of over 50◦ this fault is in a con-

tractional strain-state and it too intrudes into the man-

tle. A second source of undesirable flow patterns are

the high-pressure anomalies beneath lateral lithospheric

transitions. As mentioned before, these arise from un-

even sampling op the surface topography and the litho-

spheric depth, and where they intersect the open mantle

sidewalls, strong components of flow arise. This happens

beneath the passive margin west of the Australian con-

tinent. Luckily, careful analysis of the flow field shows

that both pressure- and fault zone induced unstable flows
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: West-northwest view on hyper-streamlines of stress (see Figure 4) at the transition between the flat-lying

Banda Slab (left in each figure) and the deep-subducting Java slab (right in each figure). a: Intact slab (reference

model); b: torn slab model. The comparison between both models emphasizes the reduced interaction between the

two slab regions if the slab is torn.

have a confined radius of influence of usually less than 30

km. Because of their small size, they can not compete

with the large scale flow in the model in terms of mass

flux and they are located too far away from the slab to

interact with it.

6.1.2 Strain-rate weakening

Rheological weakening occurs where strain-rates are

high. In our models, this has major effects at the as-

thenospheric level, where strain concentrates due to the

movement of the plates with respect to the mantle. The

minimal viscosity allowed for strain-rate-weakening ma-

terials is 1019 Pa s, and this minimum is commonly

reached in the upper 50 km of the asthenosphere. An-

other principal effect is observed around the deep sub-

ducting slab beneath Bali. There, strain concentrates as

a halo around the strong slab, and a sizable factor 5 to

10 strength reduction is achieved. In the iteration proce-

dure, this clearly develops by a feed-forward mechanism

(reducing the viscous support of the slab, increasing the

strain-rate, etc.) until strength and strain-rate are in

equilibrium. The initial estimate of the second invari-

ant of strain-rate ˙εII = 10−15 s−1 is commonly exceeded

in the mantle, and consequently the average viscosity

decreases. In the lower mantle the average viscosity is

barely affected.

6.2 Slab tearing

Figure B.9 illustrates the viscosity imprint of the weak

wedges. These were introduced into the slab to inves-

tigate the effect of 1) tearing of the slab beneath Buru,

and 2) decoupling of the deep Java slab and the flat-lying

Banda Slab. As the weak wedges are –unlike the fault

zones– assigned a weakened nonlinear rheology through

manipulation of the viscosity pre-factor f , they can de-

velop self-consistently. It is observed that by the dislo-

cation creep mechanism the wedges grow to much larger

sizes than originally intended. At the transition to the

deep Java slab, the effect observed is the effect predicted:

the tensile stresses that drag the flat-lying Banda Slab

down in the reference model have disappeared (Figure

6b), although the downward velocity component of the

southern edge of the flat slab has increased from 8.0

cm/yr (reference model) to 10 cm/yr due to the more

globally dominant effect of the Buru tear.

(Figure 5b.) The tear beneath Buru weakens be-

yond its initial geometry to extend about halfway un-

der Seram. It thus decouples a large area of the very

negatively buoyant slab from the surface. In the north-

ern limb this increases sinking speeds dramatically from

3.0 cm/yr (reference model) to 17.0 cm/yr (this model),

while also increasing the northward component of flow.

In combination with the previously described effects this

does not stop the flat-lying part of the slab from sinking;
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it merely shifts the focus northward. The quickly sub-

siding northern limb exerts a downward torque through-

out the eastern region of the Banda slab. This induces

slightly higher sinking speeds and deflects the previously

described northward component of subduction at greater

depths (reference model) southward. Since the overall

sinking speed is larger for models with a slab tear be-

neath Buru, there is also a larger asthenospheric influx

through the northwestern mantle sidewall. The Buru

tear has such a large and global effect that it can be said

that it causes the entire Banda slab to lose its form and

collapse into the mantle.

6.3 Closing domain walls

Experiments with closed domain walls are included to

enhance toroidal flow around the slab simulating mantle

resistance. In our models, mass-balance ensures that the

net in-flux of lithosphere must be accommodated by an

equally large net out-flux at the open mantle sidewalls.

By closing the northwestern domain wall, we effectively

focus the net out-flux at the southern domain wall, and

vice-versa.

(Figure 5c.) It is observed that changing the lat-

eral boundary conditions has negligibly small effects on

the slab dynamics. The deep-subducting Java slab ex-

periences slight cushioning effects from impeded return

flow (south closed) or impeded forward flow (northwest

closed). In the central to eastern regions of the domain

subduction is shallower, and the mantle surrounding the

slab there is large enough to diminish any boundary ef-

fects.

Boundary conditions have a major influence on the

pattern of flow in the (shallow) mantle. Our models sug-

gest that keeping the southern mantle sidewall closed

effects a transition from a semi-infinite convection cell

driven by slab subsidence (reference model) to a later-

ally confined convection cell. However, the mantle flow

north of the slab is affected only slightly in magnitude

and barely in direction. This is because overall sinking

speed of the slab and the associated volume increase of

the upper mantle enveloped by it remain unchanged.

Being a barrier to through-flow, the free-slip north-

western domain wall shifts the source region of the man-

tle filling the spoon-shape eastward. An overall increase

in northward directed flow is observed in roughly the

easternmost third of the model. This confines the largest

flux (at a maximal rate of 20 cm/yr) in the model to the

(relatively narrow) region north of Buru (see also Figure

7b). The associated toroidal flow component is certain

to increase the counterclockwise torque on the slab be-

neath Buru with respect to the reference model, but only

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Flow patterns of the slab (black arrows) and of the shallow mantle (less than 400 km deep, yellow arrows)

for the reference model (a), and the model with a free-slip northwestern mantle sidewall (b). Maximum upper mantle

flow velocity is 25 cm/yr in figure (a) and 20 cm/yr in figure (b).
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minor effects are observed.

(Figure 5d.) To test the existence of this postulated

mechanism of toroidal flow-induced torque on the slab

beneath Buru we also conducted an experiment in which

we keep the northwestern domain wall closed and use the

torn slab. When the slab is detached from the surface be-

neath Buru it has much more freedom of movement. We

indeed observe that with respect to the torn-slab model

with open mantle side-walls, the previously substantial

northward movement is halted. Even though the velocity

with which the slab beneath Buru subsides is unaffected,

it suggests that the subordinacy of mantle motion to the

movement of the slab can locally be upset by an active

component of mantle flow.

6.4 Changing the buoyancy structure

6.4.1 The Clapeyron slope of the d660 phase

transition

Increasing the Clapeyron slope of the d660 phase transi-

tion by 50% (from -2.5 Pa K−1 to -3.75 Pa K−1) amounts

to a proportional increase in the topographic amplitude

of the d660 and moves the entire transition up from a

depth of 660 km to 590 km. The positive buoyancy ef-

fect that this generates (see Figure B.4) is both signif-

icant and interesting. First of all, the reduction of the

sinking velocity of the deeper parts of the slab amounts

to nearly 2 cm/yr, bringing the total velocity at about

7 cm/yr more in line with both the slab shape and the

convergence rate between Australia and Eurasia. Thus,

stable subduction is promoted when the d660’s positive

buoyancy effect is enhanced. The flat-lying part of the

Banda Slab experiences an even more drastic reduction

in subsidence, decreasing its downward velocity from 5.5

cm/yr (reference model) to 1.5 cm/yr (this model), and

locally less. In the eastern and northern regions of the

slab the flow follows a pattern very similar to that ob-

served in the reference model, although the dip of the

velocity vector is slightly reduced. As a consequence of

the more stably subducting slab the volume of upper

mantle it encloses experiences less enlargement. In line

with this is the observation of reduced inflow through

the open mantle side-wall in the northeast. In the ref-

erence model the maximal incoming velocity amounts to

25 cm/yr, whereas in this model it does not exceed 12

cm/yr.

(Figure 5e.) One of the most remarkable effects of the

Clapeyron slope occurs in the torn slab models with a

closed northeastern domain wall. The northern slab limb

in these models was already subsiding mainly vertically

as a consequence of the flow-induced torque, but support

of the flat-lying slab portion now fully maintains it and

gives a result very similar to the reference model again,

but retains an overall more stationary flow pattern. We

consider this model result very important, since it shows

that through mantle dynamics and buoyant effects slab

morphology can be supported even when a significant

stretch of the slab is detached from the surface.

6.4.2 The thermal Reynolds number of the slab

(Figure 5f.) The thermal Reynolds number Re of the

slab is multiplied by factors fRe 0.6 and 0.3 to investi-

gate the combined effect of estimation errors of several

slab parameters on the thermal structure of the slab and

the derived quantities density, pressure, and viscosity. It

is observed that the down-dip arc-length at which slab

isotherms culminate is decreased proportionally to fRe.

The volume-average reduced density drops from 39.0 kg

m−3 (reference model) to 31.5 kg m−3 (fRe = 0.6), and

to 18.5 kg m−3 (fRe = 0.3). This is a significant effect.

As shown in Figure B.5, the reference slab’s viscous core

(viscosity close to 1024 Pa s) is about half the thickness of

the slab in the upper mantle, and going down gradually

thickens. The model with fRe = 0.6 displays an almost

constantly thick viscous core, comparable in thickness

and magnitude to the surface lithosphere. The model

in which we reduce Re with fRe = 0.3 however, slab

strength is severely affected and below 200 km depth

the viscosity does not exceed 3 · 1022. At this point it

starts behaving more like a down-welling than as a co-

herent slab: accelerating unrealistically below the d410,

it buckles heavily as it enters the d660, after which it

effectively stagnates. The flat-lying slab region is moved

up with a minor velocity. While in numerical subduction

models and in mantle tomography it is frequently ob-

served that slabs buckle and deform when entering the

d660 (Das et al., 2000; Čı́̌zková et al., 2012), the current
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layout as seen in tomographic images is certain not to

have developed if throughout its history it was affected

by phase transitions to this extent. We can therefore

safely disregard the implications for slab dynamics of

the fRe = 0.3 model, even though it illustrates an in-

teresting effect. With respect to the reference model,

the fRe = 0.6 model follows a very similar flow pattern.

Differences in flow velocity of the stably subducting re-

gions amount to no more than 0.5 cm/yr, and similar to

above described effects serve to increase the subduction

velocity after the d410, and decrease the subduction ve-

locity after the d660. However, at the northern margin of

the flat-lying slab region, directly down-dip from Buru,

there is a marked stagnation of subduction, decreasing

from 3-4 cm/yr (reference model) to less than 0.5 cm/yr.

The limited extent of this slowly sinking region is proba-

bly due again to the drag from the deep-subducting Java

slab at the southern margin.

7 Discussion

7.1 Focal mechanisms and hypocenter

distribution

Carefully picked and relocated focal plane solutions are

presented in Schöffel and Das (1999), Das and Schöffel

(2000), Das et al. (2000), and Das (2004). The latter uses

the presented focal mechanisms – but more principally

hypocenter locations – to advocate a two-slab subduction

view. As we shall discuss, their data does not uniquely

satisfy the two-slab model because the general features

also agree well with the state of stress in our modelled

slab. So far, we have only described the state of stress of

the reference model, with a small excursion to torn slab

models. To keep the problem confined, we continue to

do so in this discussion. However, we do involve other

models where the flow field is locally simple enough to

make inferences of stress.

Looking first at the deep-subducting Java slab which is

present in the west of our model, we see that our results

(Figure 4) agree very well with the principal stress axes

shown in sections of the Java slab in Schöffel and Das

(1999). Common features are: down-dip tension in the

upper 200 km, a seismicity gap between 200 and 500 km

that coincides with a slightly shallower band of reduced

differential stress in our models, and after 500 km depth

an increase in seismicity with strong down-dip compres-

sion, correlating very well with our results. Below 600

km, barely any earthquakes are generated and deforma-

tion likely follows different mechanisms. Our models in-

dicate a slightly diminished but still substantial resis-

tance to penetration below that depth. Schöffel and Das

(1999) attribute shallow down-dip tension directly to pull

induced by the d410. In our interpretation this relation is

at best indirect since the tensile stresses agree spatially

very well with shallow buckling of the subducting slab

(see Section 6.1 and Figure B.8)

Moving eastward toward the point where Indian Ocean

lithosphere transitions to buoyant Australia arriving at

the trench (this is south of Sumba), we observe a zone of

continuous down-dip compression. This corresponds to

a local retreating bend in the suture which in our mod-

els might act as a focus point for the northward force

of Australia, leading to northward compression. In real-

ity it seems likely that the retreating bend is instead a

consequence of the differential nature of subduction west

(Indian ocean) and east (Australia); see e.g. Duretz et al.

(2014), even more so because active thrusting north of

Flores and Wetar (the Flores-Wetar thrust, Silver et al.

1983, 1986) indicates that the suture segment south of

Timor is already a main focus of force transmission. Still,

the corresponding sections HH’ and II’ of Schöffel and

Das (1999) show an erratic and minor pattern of tensile

stress (compressive stresses are not shown), which is not

inconsistent with our findings.

At the transition from the deep-subducting Java slab

to the flat-lying Banda-Slab, our results have suggested

that differential buoyancy on both sides leads to large

tensional stresses (certainly enough to fault; see Figure

6a), and that the introduction of a vertical tear there

resolves the stresses largely (Figure 6b). Indeed, we see

a possible reflection of this in the data presented in Das

(2004). From their figures we infer a marked increase in

seismic moment release near 120◦ E at depths of around

600 km

South of Wetar we start to notice an increasingly

strong component of down-dip (transitioning at depth

to left-oblique) tension in the slab, which we attribute to
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the fact that there is a gradual subduction velocity de-

crease eastwards. Both Schöffel and Das (1999) (sections

JJ’ and KK’) and Das (2004) (sections ζζ’ and ηη’) show

in this region a strong, coherent pattern of down-dip ten-

sion. Locally their tensional zone extends to depths of

300 km, significantly deeper than they observe elsewhere.

At greater depth less CMT solutions are available and it

cannot be said that our model results unequivocally agree

with the scarce data.

Near the apex of the arc, roughly between 130◦ E and

134◦ E, the state of stress is very uniform: induced by

shortening between incoming Australia and the Bird’s

Head, substantial N-S compressive stresses occur both in

the overriding plate and in the shallow slab. The CMT

solutions of Das (2004) show very good agreement with

this stress state.

Moving northward, down-dip oriented tensional

stresses dominate, which is again in concordance with

data of Das (2004) (see sections λλ’, ππ’, ρρ’, σσ’, ττ ’).

The seismicity gap that extends beneath Buru to a max-

imal depth of 300 km is recreated in our models by nu-

cleating a horizontal slab tear there, although we should

note that in the structurally intact reference model dif-

ferential stresses are not extremely high either. In our

torn model, the sinking speed is significantly enhanced

with respect to the reference model, and this coincides

with increased vertical compression towards the buoyant

flat-lying slab region. This property is also reflected in

the CMT solutions (ibid., sections ιι’, ζζ’)

The main reason for Das and coworkers to prefer the

two-slab subduction model is that they note a marked de-

crease in seismicity north of the arc’s center line, while

along the almost constant curvature of the entire arc,

most seismic moment release is occurring in the south-

east, down-dip of Tanimbar. As they argue, a single slab

wrought into its current configuration would require tear-

ing around 6◦ S, but no seismic gap is observed there. In-

deed it is not, but as shown in Spakman and Hall (2010),

no massive strains are needed to achieve the layout used

in this research. Although our models do not enable

us to make inferences on the origin of the dense seis-

micity cluster downdip of Tanimbar, we argue that in

the northern limb less seismicity is observed simply be-

cause the changing surface conditions (the Bird’s Head is

relatively slow-moving) and the buoyant support offered

by the flat-lying portion of the slab require much less

deformation. Figure 4 illustrates this: except near the

surface (where earthquakes coincidentally are relatively

common), a significantly reduced differential stress is ob-

served. While we can not go so far as to say that the

highly valued results of Das and coworkers favour our

model over others, based on the above discussion we can

safely assume that they most definitely do not provide

better support for the two-slab subduction model.

7.2 Seismic anisotropy

We make a qualitative comparison of our numerical mod-

elling results with shear-wave splitting analysis of flow-

induced upper mantle anisotropy. We draw on the re-

sults of Di Leo et al. (2012), the only study of this kind

to have been dedicated to the eastern Indonesian re-

gion. Di Leo et al. (2012) present about 50 computed

seismic fast directions spread across the region. These

seismic fast directions originate from A-type lattice pre-

ferred orientation (LPO) of olivine to the local mantle

flow component. Above the Banda Slab, Di Leo et al.

(2012) attribute overall NW-SE striking fast directions

to a sub-perpendicular corner flow in the mantle wedge.

In our interpretation the flow is principally a response to

volume-increase of the supra-slab mantle, and is shown

to have only a subordinate drag-induced corner flow com-

ponent. None the less, observations from the reference

model agree extremely well with aforementioned shear

wave splitting results (refer to Figure 7a). Di Leo et al.

(2012) present three low-magnitude measurements strik-

ing approximately north in the region between Buru and

Sulawesi, and this is in agreement with mantle material

entering the Banda Slab embayment from underneath

the Caroline plate observed in both the reference model

(Figure 7a) and the model in which the northwestern do-

main wall is closed to mantle through-flow (Figure 7b).

Underneath the slab, a single measurement of a SW-

NE trending fast axis south of Flores is in ill agree-

ment with our flow pattern, which is there purely slab-

perpendicular. East of 128◦ E however, Di Leo et al.

(2012) present a dozen measurements that are very

nearly parallel to the movement of the mantle under-
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neath and around the slab in our models.

Since both the influx of mantle material to the region

enveloped by the spoon-shaped slab and the flow pattern

feeding sub-slab mantle parallel to the slab northwards

and then westwards are persistent features in our models

we see the shear-wave splitting results as an important

confirmation of our modelling efforts. However, since

the magnitude of mantle flow as a dependent variable is

more sensitive to the different experimental conditions

than flow direction is, we can not use the shear-wave

splitting results of Di Leo et al. (2012) to discriminate

between experimental outcomes.

7.3 Surface motion

We discuss the surface motion solely to make the distinc-

tion between the different fault strength models, since

this seems to be its only major control. The subduction

suture appears on the lithospheric scale only to serve as a

weak zone where deformation can nucleate. As discussed

in Section 5, increasing the fault zone strength serves to

distribute the spatial pattern of deformation more evenly.

This has notable effects in the Banda Ocean and the

Bird’s Head Peninsula, the focal point of the Australia-

Pacific interaction. We do not favor the ηfz = 1018 Pa

s (reference) and ηfz = 1020 Pa s models, since they

give a strong in-place rotation of the Bird’s Head (im-

plying reversal of the subduction process under Seram),

and barely any Banda Basin deformation. The observa-

tions of active under-thrusting in Seram (Hall and Wil-

son, 2000) but no significant subduction history between

Seram and the Bird’s Head Peninsula (Pairault et al.,

2003) and north-verging thrusting at the Flores-Wetar

thrust in the Banda Basin (Silver et al., 1983, 1986)

clearly refute these models. As such, the ηfz = 1022 Pa

s model has much more realistic properties: a significant

part (about 80%) of Australian motion is transmitted

across the subduction suture, where it is subsequently

diffused. The associated strains could certainly be ac-

commodated by thrusting and lithospheric thickening of

the thin Banda basin (e.g. at the Flores-Wetar thrust).

The rotation axis of the Bird’s Head is in this model lo-

cated approximately at the southeast limb of Sulawesi,

resulting in active (but minor) convergence and no rever-

sal of subduction. This strong fault-zone model compares

extremely well with both relative GPS velocities and the

predicted surface flow field presented in Spakman and

Hall (2010) (supplementary material). Importantly, the

rotation of the Bird’s Head is very similar between our

results and theirs.

These results give no information as to the rheological

properties of e.g. the subduction channel, but rather in-

dicate that when highly artificial fault zones are created

for an instantaneous model, it is important to investi-

gate the degree to which fault zone strength affects the

regional tectonics. There is likely a trade-off between

fault zone thickness and viscosity on stress transmission,

and it is possible that a much thinner fault zone than

we use (which is created 20 km thick to make the mesh

generator’s job easier) can yield better results.

7.4 Buoyant support of the Banda slab

Spakman and Hall (2010) portray the central Banda slab

as lying flat on the d660 as a consequence of the resis-

tance it experiences when subducting, and we acknowl-

edge this in our model geometry which is based on the

seismicity pattern and tomography. This flat-lying re-

gion has however a substantial sinking velocity in our ref-

erence model, and is perhaps a transient feature. It is not

unlikely that we have created our model slightly out of

balance with the d660, which is possible since the tomog-

raphy image is at depth not accurate enough and the seis-

micity pattern susceptible to interpretation. Keeping the

same geometry, we have artificially raised and magnified

the d660 to investigate whether or not a more stable con-

figuration can be reached. Additionally, we investigated

the effects of decreasing the thermal Reynolds number of

the slab Re, which could reflect overestimation of histor-

ical subduction rates, or an angular difference between

our slab sections and the historical subduction direction.

This latter effect is likely to occur locally in the interior

of the Banda Slab, and less likely for the deep-subducting

Java slab. It could also reflect an underestimation of the

heat conductivity parameter k. Decreasing Re effects

a bulk increase of the slab temperature and buoyancy,

while increasing the Clapeyron slope of the d660 (γd660)

has only very local buoyancy effects. Counter-intuitively
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then, we observe that decreasing Re magnifies the influ-

ence of the phase transitions on the sinking rate locally,

while increasing γd660 effects an overall reduction of sink-

ing speed. We attribute this observation to the weaken-

ing effect that decreasing Re has on the slab strength,

making it more deformable. We note that increasing the

buoyancy of the flat-lying slab brings subduction rates

more on par with surface motions. This is however not a

distinguishing feature. Both buoyancy parameters con-

trol the rate of subsidence of the central flat-lying Banda

Slab, and in our study we have managed to reduce it to

acceptable levels by adapting either parameter individu-

ally. We have therefore no way to discriminate between

these mechanisms, and a combination is likely. Although

there is reason enough to decrease the thermal Reynolds

number of the slab, and lowering of the flat-lying slab

region by several tens of kilometers is warranted by the

tomography, increasing the Clapeyron slope of the d660

by 50% is probably an exaggeration, and in a future set

of experiments we should definitely model the buoyant

support lent by the d660 more in line with a realistic

Clapeyron slope.

As we have noted, the southern margin of the flat-lying

region in the Banda Slab is being dragged down by the

strongly negatively buoyant deep-subducting Java slab.

This problem is largely overcome by the introduction of

a vertical tear at the transition, which is warranted by

the modelled stress state and the increased level of seis-

micity there. Tearing the slab beneath Buru decouples it

from the surface causing it to collapse, but modelling an

absolute mantle flow analogue inhibits this phenomenon.

Increasing the buoyant support of the flat-lying domain

effects a return to the original (reference model) situa-

tion, and it can thus be concluded that both buoyant

support and flow-induced torque on the northern limb

are hugely important to the behaviour of the slab, since

the slab is almost certainly torn to some degree beneath

Buru.

7.5 Behaviour of the northern slab limb

In the reference model, we observe that the north limb of

the Banda Slab – particularly towards the west – has a

minor component of lateral velocity and moves with the

rotating Bird’s Head. An important feature in the con-

ceptual model of Spakman and Hall (2010), this main-

tains and even increases the sinuosity of the slab. How-

ever, if we model tearing of the slab beneath Buru, we

observe a collapse of the shape of the Banda Slab, which

effectively peals away from the surface southward. This

is caused by the substantial negative buoyancy of the

slab which, now unaffected by the Bird’s Head, controls

the behaviour of the entire northeastern slab region.

In our rheological model we do not include a stress-

limiting or plastic yielding rheology. We can imagine

that the tear beneath Buru, which in our models ”in-

stantaneously” propagates by strain-rate weakening, is in

reality also propagating eastward but rather by a time-

dependent plastic deformation mechanism, delaying it.

It is almost certainly not as well-developed as in our mod-

els, as evident from tomography and the distribution of

seismicity. We could thus be looking at a future situ-

ation, or at a process that has recently developed. We

postulate that a free-falling northern limb would have a

low stress state but increases stress on the southern limb

just below the E-W trending center line of the arc. This

would produce the observed pattern of seismicity.

Collapse of the Banda Slab is substantially dimin-

ished if there is a strong component of counter-clockwise

toroidal flow around the northern limb beneath Buru,

as we observe in models where the northwestern mantle

sidewall is kept closed to through-flow. This does not

prevent the slab beneath Buru from sinking rapidly but

keeps it in place laterally, reducing its influence on the

wider region. Since the toroidal flow is required by the

volume increase in the supra-slab mantle, we consider

it a passive flow. However, an active southward mantle

flow pushing directly against the northern slab limb as

proposed by Milsom (2001) might have a similar effect.

Based on our observations it does not seem very likely

that the slab shape can be maintained purely by mantle

resistance to the absolute motion. However, we might

underestimate the effect, as our open boundary condi-

tions do not take into account the far-field mantle drag

exerted by the lithosphere that exists in reality. It is not

unlikely that this is one of the few problems caused by our

limited model aspect ratio. As we have noted in the pre-

vious section, increased buoyant support of the flat-lying
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slab region combines with mantle forcing of the detached

northern slab limb in a way that is highly beneficial to

the S&H model.

7.6 Instantaneous modelling studies

Instantaneous numerical models have been successfully

used to describe the dynamics of principal geophysical

subjects such as subduction or lithospheric behaviour

(Yoshioka and Wortel , 1995; Zhong and Gurnis, 1996;

Zhong et al., 1998; Govers and Wortel , 2005; Piroma-

llo et al., 2006; Jadamec and Billen, 2010; Alisic et al.,

2012; Billen and Jadamec, 2012; Jadamec and Billen,

2012). Instantaneous models are powerful tools to do

this as they require only a fraction of the computational

time of comparably sized time-dependent models and a

researcher using them can therefore cover a much large

parameter space in a given time, especially in three di-

mensions. While this can conceivably also promote the

search for modeling practices most adequate for the re-

search question at hand, there is one persistent problem

that all instantaneous numerical models have: there is

no evolution and no history present in the models, other

than what has been anticipated by the modeller. Since in

this type of models the buoyancy and viscosity structure

is a given, great care must be taken that it is realistic

and reflects the regional history well. We have described

in detail our approach to this important aspect in the

Methods section.

Of the instantaneous modelling studies cited above,

the work of Jadamec and Billen (2010, 2012) (J&B from

now on) on the behaviour of the Alaska slab edge is most

pertinent to our research since it too concerns subduc-

tion of a complex shaped slab. J&B make choices differ-

ent from ours in certain respects, chief of which is that

they build a dynamically driven model, in which the neg-

ative buoyancy of the slab and the far field ridge push

drive the movement of the plates. This requires them

to extend their model domain laterally, and they do so

at significant cost. Whereas our models run serially on

an average PC in two hours, J&B cite two-day parallel

runs on 360 processors. The difference can not only be

attributed to their domain size (which is volumetrically

only 2.52 times larger than ours – at equal radial extent),

but is also due to their primitive local mesh refinement

techniques. To be fair, J&B use a stress-limiting viscos-

ity, and if we would too, we would probably incur sev-

eral additional 20-minute iterations. J&B see the Pacific

plate motion produced by their models as an important

dependent variable, implicitly assuming it is only con-

trolled by the push of a tiny segment of the Juan de Fuca

ridge and the pull of the eastern half of the Alaska slab.

In the Banda region we are confronted with even more

far-field and complex driving forces, possible involving

active mantle flow, and we have therefore considered it

not feasible to construct a model with dynamically driven

plates.

There are minor differences in the way J&B construct

their thermal model with respect to our methods, but the

resulting buoyancy structure seems to be largely similar.

However, J&B do not present any models in which they

vary the thermal structure of the slab, which we do, and

observe to be of paramount importance.

Supplementing their match between predicted and ob-

served plate motions, J&B formally reconcile the pat-

tern of flow around their slab models with seismologi-

cally obtained LPO (Jadamec and Billen, 2010), as we

do only tentatively. Aside from predicting LPO azimuth,

they predict the time delay magnitude, taking into ac-

count the fact that LPO does not develop in response to

flow, but rather develops in the direction of flow only un-

der certain conditions, prime of which is a state of sim-

ple shear. Still, based on the information presented in

Jadamec and Billen (2010) we can not accept that their

formal analysis lends better support to their hypothesis

then our tentative comparison does to ours, because in

the region of their model where results vary most between

models, no SKS splitting data points are available.

J&B observe – like we do – fast flows around the slab

(although we do not observe poloidal flows) and local de-

coupling of asthenospheric flow from the motion of the

plates. Since they let uppermost mantle viscosity ap-

proach 1017 Pa s, it is logical that their maximal flow

velocity (approaching 80 cm/yr) is a lot higher than ours

(25 cm/yr at minimally 1019 Pa s viscosity). This raises

an interesting question, and we must certainly relinquish

the aforementioned lower viscosity limit in a new set of

experiments in order to gain more insight into local plate-
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mantle decoupling near subduction zones.

7.7 Future directions

With the aim in mind of promoting a more natural in-

teraction between surface and mantle processes we think

that models of the type presented here would benefit

from a free surface. As described, our lateral lithospheric

transitions cause local isostatic imbalance, resulting in

a strong detrimental interaction between the free sur-

face and open boundary conditions. By sampling the

lithosphere a lot finer during model creation we believe

that we can solve this problem. Alternatively, our mod-

els would benefit from the presence of a sticky air layer.

Since in that case a negative-density air column can be

present explicitly it would present a more natural solu-

tion to our problem of dealing with the reduced pressure

under free surface conditions.

In our instantaneous models, we have neglected

crustal-scale deformation altogether because of the com-

plex nature and deformation history of the crust in the

region. Particularly at the Timor Trough, crustal pro-

cesses such as (partial) delamination and shortening are

likely major controls on the dynamics of the wider region.

A functioning crustal system is however too complex

to allow extemporaneous creation. Introducing time-

dependence and allowing a crustal system to evolve from

a simple configuration self-consistently would be an inter-

esting next step. It would also give us the opportunity to

implement a more realistic time-dependent visco-(elasto-

)plastic rheology. As a stress-limiting process, this would

allow an investigation into the nature of slab tearing and

slab detachment as well as giving more quantitative ties

with seismic moment release and the pattern of seismic-

ity.

To obtain a noticeable expression of the various in-

vestigated mechanisms, we have slightly exaggerated ex-

perimental conditions. For example, in our experiments

changes to Re and γd660 are individually capable of main-

taining the flat-lying stretch of Banda slab, the detach-

ment beneath Buru is either not present or too large,

and the boundaries are either fully open or fully closed.

In a future set of experiments, a more balanced refer-

ence model configuration must be chosen, e.g. including

a laterally confined Buru tear, strong fault zones (which

yielded a near-perfect match with GPS observables), a

more subtly defined slab buoyancy, and a larger model

domain that should give a more natural mantle response.

Using the results presented in this research, an improved

numerical model can be used to branch the research focus

and answer outstanding questions such as: how does the

slab-mantle flow field react to the two-slab setup, or to

subduction of continental lithosphere?; is surface motion

controlled by deeper processes (as S&H hypothesise), or

is it the other way around?

8 Conclusions

We have been successful in creating a detailed and com-

plex geometrical model of the Banda region containing

a base framework of plates, a slab, fault zones, and the

mantle, and local variations upon it. The geometrical

model is based on Wadati-Benioff zone geometry and

mantle tomography, and shows again that the one-slab

model is not inconsistent with these two data sources.

We have compared our reference model to independent

results of high-quality CMT solutions and shear wave

splitting-derived LPO, and conclude that there is a high

degree of similarity between these sources and our model

results, both in the shallow mantle (LPO) and in the slab

(CMT).

We have experimented with buoyancy-related param-

eters during preliminary model creation (detailed in the

Methods section), and as deviations on the reference

model (expounded in Sections 3.7 and 6.4). Amid the

radially stratified mantle, the slab is the sole source of

buoyancy and the motor of flow. Decreasing the slab’s

thermal Reynolds number Re makes it locally more af-

fected by phase transitions as it rheologically weakens.

Increasing the Clapeyron slope γd660 magnifies and raises

the d660 but keeps the slab strong; the buoyant contribu-

tion is then distributed more globally. Both factors can

effectively stagnate sinking of the flat-lying portion of

the Banda slab, making it a permanent rather than tran-

sient feature. By manipulating within reasonable bounds

the reference density of the various materials we have

achieved isostasy in large swathes of the model. However,
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we did not succeed in equilibrating transitional domains.

We have shown that while open boundaries operate well

enough under the resulting slight local imbalance, it is a

devastating defect to the free surface conditions. Further

efforts on our part will focus on solving this problem.

Surface deformation focuses at the fault zones and the

regions of weakened lithosphere. We conclude on the

bases of our analysis of the surface flow field that fault

zones work more realistically if they are not created very

weak. Strong fault zones could in our models represent

to some degree the more complex arc-continent collision

rather than simple subduction along a weak subduction

channel, and we observe in strong fault zone models that

the pattern of surface motion is highly similar to the GPS

observations and to the regional tectonics, e.g. litho-

spheric shortening in the Banda Basin and the lack of

convergence between Seram and the Bird’s Head Penin-

sula.

We included a horizontal tear in the slab beneath Buru

in a more advanced set of models. Another (vertical) tear

is modeled at the transition from the flat-lying Banda

slab to the deep-subducting Java slab tot investigate the

extent to which the former is dragged down by the latter.

Slab tears instantaneously strain-rate weaken to extend

further than originally intended. We postulate that in

reality tear propagation would rather happen by time-

dependent weakening, which is not possible in our in-

stantaneous models. The vertical slab tear assumed to

exist between the flat-lying Banda slab and the deep-

subducting Java slab decouples the two effectively and

promotes a steady state in the flat-lying swathe. Al-

though the reference model behaves almost precisely as

S&H predict, the Buru tear effectively severs the north-

ern extremity of the slab from the locally slow-moving

surface, causing it to collapse due to its strong negative

buoyancy. In its semi-free fall into the mantle, the slab

hinges on the center line of the arc. It is our suspicion

that if this is currently happening, it might explain the

seismicity deficit at depth in the northern slab limb, and

its surplus in the southern limb.

A strong passively induced influx is shown to sup-

presses almost all lateral movement of the northern slab

limb in experiments with a tear beneath Buru and a

closed northwestern domain wall. We therefore pro-

pose that a mantle flow component is required in or-

der to maintain the northern slab limb when its struc-

tural integrity is upset. In the absence of flow-induced

resistance, our results suggests that further convergent

motion can effect a transition towards large-scale slab

detachment progressing southward. However, we have

modelled a possible scenario in which resistive mantle

flow combines with increased buoyant support of the slab

to eliminate any sign of slab collapse, and have found

that these models satisfy the predictions and premises of

S&H extremely well. We can thus conclude that there

are three main factors that influence the deeper dynam-

ics of the Banda slab, which are its structural integrity,

the buoyant support of the d660 in relation to the over-

all negative buoyancy of the slab, and the presence of

a resistive mantle flow component at the northern limb,

and that there are combinations of these which model

the hypothesised dynamics.
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A Tables

Table A.1: Structural features

Euler pole

Plate lat. (◦) lon. (◦) ang. vel. (◦ Ma−1) Regions

Australia 17.57 39.35 0.6777 1, 2, 3

Eurasia 71.17 287.01 0.0626 4, 5

Pacific -65.29 97.70 0.8133 6

Slab Velocity (cm yr−1) Material Thickness (km) Regions

Sunda-Banda 6.8 Banda slab lithosphere 103 7 (optional)

Other Material

Mantle d ≤ 410km: Dunite

410km ≤ d ≤ 660km: Spinel

d ≥ 660km: Post-perovskite

Fault zones Very weak lithosphere

Regions Location Material Thickness (km)

1 Australia Australia lithosphere 150

2 Indian Ocean Indian Ocean lithosphere 103

3 South of Bird’s Head Weak mixed lithosphere 65

4 Sundaland Weak mixed lithosphere 65

5 Banda Ocean Banda Ocean lithosphere 26

6 Pacific Ocean Pacific Ocean lithosphere 103

7 Multiple (slab) Torn slab lithosphere -

Lithospheric and crustal thicknesses loosely based on Laske et al. (1997); Smith and Sandwell (1997); Mooney et al. (1998);

Fichtner et al. (2010); Kennett et al. (2013).

Euler poles based on Doubrovine et al. (2012).

Table A.2: Buoyancy parameters

α cP k ρ0 mantle ρ0 crust ∆ρocean ∆ρother fcrust

Material (K−1) (J kg−1 K−1) (W m−1 K−1) (kg m−3) (kg m−3) (kg m−3) (kg m−3) -

(Wet) Dunite (baseline) 3.0 · 10−5 1.250 · 103 2.25 3300 - - - -

Spinel 3573 - - - -

Post-perovskite 3915 - - - -

Banda Ocean lithosphere 2900 151.348 23.853 0.125

Pacific Ocean lithosphere 29.024 1.379 0.125

Indian Ocean lithosphere 29.024 1.379 0.125

Australia lithosphere 2700 - -0.951 0.2

Weak mixed lithosphere 30.769 -16.615 0.175

Banda slab lithosphere 3000 - 1.379 0.1

Torn slab lithosphere - 1.379 0.1

Very weak lithosphere 3200 - - - -

Empty cells in the table indicate that that the value remains unchanged with respect to the previously listed material.

Values loosely based on Laske et al. (1997); Smith and Sandwell (1997); Mooney et al. (1998); Fichtner et al. (2010); Kennett et al. (2013).
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Table A.3: Rheology parameters

Adiff Adisl Ediff | Edisl η0 f n Vdiff | Vdisl

Material (Pa−1 s−1) (Pa−n s−1) (J mol−1) (Pa s) (-) (-) (m3 mol−1)

(Wet) Dunite (baseline) 1.0 · 10−9 3.1 · 10−17 3.35 · 105 | 4.8 · 105 - 1 3.5 4.8 · 10−6 | 1.10 · 10−5

Spinel

Post-perovskite 1.8 · 10−15 2.0 · 105 | 2.2 · 10−6 |
Banda Ocean lithosphere 1.0 · 10−9 3.35 · 105 | 4.8 · 10−6 |
Pacific Ocean lithosphere

Indian Ocean lithosphere

Australia lithosphere

Weak mixed lithosphere 10−1

Banda slab lithosphere 1

Torn slab lithosphere 10−3

Very weak lithosphere - - - | - 1018 - - - | -

Empty cells in the table indicate that that the value remains unchanged with respect to the previously listed material

Values after Čı́̌zková et al. (2012)

Table A.4: Experiments

Boundary conditions Slab structure Free surface Reslab γd660 ηfz

Model open NE closed S closed intact torn none partial 1 0.6 0.3 1 1.5 1018 1020 1022

0 � � � � � �

1 � � � � � �

2 � � � � � �

3 � � � � � �

4 � � � � � �

5 � � � � � �

6 � � � � � �

7 � � � � � �

8 � � � � � �

9 � � � � � �

10 � � � � � �

11 � � � � � �

12 � � � � � �

13 � � � � � �

14 � � � � � �

15 � � � � � �

16 � � � � � �

17 � � � � � �

18 � � � � � �

19 � � � � � �

20 � � � � � �

21 � � � � � �
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B Additional Figures

(a) (b)

Figure B.1: a: Surface topography ; b: Lithospheric thickness. Both images are oriented with north upwards.

(a) (b)

Figure B.2: Model sections showing temperature at 250 K intervals. Section lines are indicated in Figure 1. The

radial scale height is 1500 km.
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(a) (b)

Figure B.3: Reference model sections showing the reduced density (ρ(r)− ρ0(‖r‖)) and the position of the d410 and

d660 phase changes (white lines). Section lines are indicated in Figure 1. The radial scale height is 1500 km.

(a) (b)

Figure B.4: Model sections showing the reduced density (ρ(r)−ρ0(‖r‖)) and the position of the d410 and d660 phase

changes (white lines) of the model with an increased Clapeyron slope. Section lines are indicated in Figure 1. The

radial scale height is 1500 km.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure B.5: ENE bird’s eye view of the viscosity structure at different iteration stages. a: initial configuration; b:

1st iteration; c: final configuration (n = 4). The radial scale height is 1500 km.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure B.6: Top view (north = up) of the different fault-strength experiments (a: reference model, ηeff = 1018Pa

s, b: ηeff = 1020 Pa s, and c: ηeff = 1022 Pa s).
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.7: ENE view on the pattern of flow in the reference model (a), and the model with a free-slip northeastern

domain wall (b, shown on the foreground left). The top figure shows a clear hinge-line between influx and out-flux

at the open mantle sidewall, and slightly faster wedge flow than the second model. Obscured by the arrows, the

maximal wall-parallel velocity in the bottom figure is 20 cm/yr, as opposed to a maximal wall-perpendicular flow of

25 cm/yr in the reference model. The radial scale height is 1500 km.
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Figure B.8: Section taken at the eastern (free-slip) domain wall, showing the magnitude of velocity in the slab, and

the direction of flow in the slab and adjoining mantle (stream-lines). Although slab dip and extent varies along

the Banda Slab, the pattern of flow of the reference model is very similar to what is shown here along most of the

subduction zone.

Figure B.9: Cutaway of the torn slab viscosity model. The viewing direction is NNE, the cutaway plane perpendic-

ular.
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C Stress visualization

In this research we have used – alongside the traditional

flow analysis – visualizations of the stress field. In our

analysis we employ a specific type of 3D stress repre-

sentation called superquadric tensor glyphs (Kindlmann,

2004; Schultz and Kindlmann, 2010). Superquadrics

combine the optimal working conditions of ellipsoidal,

cylindrical and box tensor representations while provid-

ing a smooth transition from on type to another. Unfor-

tunately, no possibility exists (yet) in the Superquadric

Tensor Glyph Paraview plugin (Squillacote, 2007) to

color quadrants of the tensor representation based on

the sign of the principal stress component as presented

in Schultz and Kindlmann (2010), and as is common

practice in the ”beachball” representation of seismic mo-

ment release. Instead, we color the entire glyphs blue

under tension (|τ1| > |τ3|) and red under compression

(|τ1| < |τ3|). As a simple rule of thumb, superquadric

tensor representations are square shapes in eigenplanes

spanned by eigenvectors of differing magnitude, and cir-

cular shapes in eigenplanes spanned by eigenvectors of

similar magnitude. Consequently, uniaxial stress is de-

scribed by cylinders, plane stress by disks, and intermedi-

ate states by rounded bricks. The spherical stress tensor

(|τ1| = |τ2| = |τ3| = 0) is not shown. The superquadric

representation of pure-shear stress is ambiguous, since

the absolute magnitudes of the two dominant eigenvec-

tors are equal and therefore the compressive and ten-

sional directions can not be discerned from one another.

An example of superquadric tensor glyphs is shown in

Figure C.1. A second tool to aid our understanding of the

stress field are hyper-streamlines (see Figure 4). These

are formed by applying stream tracers to the first and

third eigenvector fields. Using opacity mapping the lo-

cally subordinate component is obscured, and again com-

pressive stresses are colored red and tensile ones blue.

D The model building tool Mod-

elmaker

D.1 Introduction

Simulating a complex real-Earth tectonic configuration

such as the Banda region requires a model to be capa-

ble of handling a variety of complexities. For example,

there is a need for versatile boundary conditions and

weak zones allowing plates to move independently from

each other and from the underlying mantle, for regional

variations in lithospheric structure reflecting variations

in strength and buoyancy, for a number of arbitrarily

shaped slabs and plates, and for a surface condition mim-

icking the earth’s free surface. There are several other

qualities that a model might have, such as being easily

created and adapted, being capable of handling large ma-

terial contrasts efficiently, and facilitating easy analysis.

By creating a tool in Wolfram Mathematica that allows

us to digitally draw in three dimensions the slabs, faults,

and plates present in a given region of space guided by

tomography, topography or indeed any other source, and

that is capable of converting such an instruction set into

an aggregate of piecewise linear complices of the region

we hope to have satisfied these model requirements. A

piecewise linear complex (PLC) can be seen as a gener-

alization of the polyhedron to arbitrary shapes that can

be concave and need not be simply connected. The poly-

hedral property of a PLC is reflected in the fact that a

line segment always joins two vertices and two facets, the

latter of which are planar polygons embedded in 3D that

themselves may be irregular and need not be simply con-

nected. Many mesh generators are in principle already

capable of performing a Delaunay tetrahedralization on

a PLC of arbitrary complexity, so that the procedure

of meshing a simple rectangular hexahedron can be ex-

tended to far more complex PLC with more processing

power and time being the only additional requirement.

Adopting the PLC approach has given our models a few

desirable properties:

• No information is lost at any stage in the construc-

tion of a numerical model from a conceptual model.

Whereas it may be difficult to gain access to struc-
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Figure C.1: An arbitrary vertical section of our Banda slab showing tensor glyph visualizations of a number of stress

states: uniaxial compression, uniaxial tension, simple shear, and intermediate states. The coloring scheme of the

tensor glyphs is detailed in the caption of Figure 4.

tural features when the model domain is filled with

nodal points in arbitrary configuration, our Model-

maker tool ensures that any conceptual point, curve,

surface, or volume can be present in the numerical

model and calculations can be performed on it.

• No tetrahedral element intersects an interface be-

tween materials or between boundary conditions.

This means that these interfaces are discrete fea-

tures. Through employing element groups this al-

lows us to have starkly contrasting material proper-

ties precisely adjacent to one another (e.g.: prescrib-

ing dual viscosities for one interfacial nodal point in

the matrix) without inducing numerical errors. In

fact, entirely different equations could be solved for

different material domains. It also means that in-

ternal boundary conditions can be applied at any

interface.

• We can make very effective use of resolution since it

can be specified per volume. For example, we can

have tiny elements in fault zones and larger ones in

the adjacent lithosphere with the only requirement

that the smaller resolution is used on the interface

between the two. Furthermore, since the element

boundaries precisely follow the material domain, a

high level of detail is achieved with few elements.

Lastly, viscosity transitions can be concentrated at

the material interfaces, relinquishing the need for a

buffer of elements.

• Topographical variations are preserved in the mesh

and do not prevent the employment of free surface

conditions.

• The effective separability of meshes of different

compositional structures makes visualisation of the

model outcome more flexible, since any volume (e.g.

mantle, air, fault zone can be discarded from or in-

cluded in the visualisation.
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Figure D.1: Plan view of the first three steps, showing the surface placement of slabs and fault zones (thick arrows),

section lines (thin lines), and additionally earthquake hypocenter coverage in 30-km swathes around the section lines.

Earthquake hypocenter locations are not shown on certain sections due to the confined extent of the data set used.

D.2 Overview of the procedure

1. In plan view (summarized in Figure D.1) and guided

by topography, the user draws a set of points for

the surface placement of slabs and fault zones in

the model (slabs will at a later stage automatically

include a fault zone on top). Subsequent points are

connected through a quadratic spline interpolation

curve.

2. In plan view (summarized in Figure D.1), the set

of points is now copied and the user is asked to

drag them to the location where the fault or slab

ends at depth. This need not be done very pre-

cisely, since any exaggeration can be repaired later.

Again a function that passes through these points is

formed by quadratic spline interpolation

3. Lines connect the set of surface points to the set of

end points for each model feature. Per model fea-

ture, the user specifies the number of points that

must be placed at regular intervals on these con-

necting lines (shown also in Figure D.2).

4. Guided by tomography and earthquake hypocenter

data, the user is now able to specify a cross section at

each connecting line of each feature by dragging the

points on the connecting lines to their desired posi-

tion. A function is formed by the quadratic spline

interpolation of these points (Figure D.2).

5. The user is given the posibility to specify a resolu-

tion multiplier in both the down-dip and along-strike

directions. The quadratic spline interpolations in

both directions are then used to overlay each model

feature with a regular grid of points.

6. At this stage the base plate types can be specified.

Plates can consist of several layers of variable thick-

ness. The user must also specify how the plates are
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bounded in the horizontal direction in a conceptual

manner by giving for each plate a sequence of plate

boundaries, slabs and domain walls that encompass

it.

7. The placement of points is affected by the choice

of base plate type so that curves in the along-strike

direction of features coincide with plate levels. The

gridded fault zones and slabs are triangulated by

dividing each quadrilateral cell into two triangles.

8. The triangulated features that are designed to be

slabs are copied and translated in the direction of the

radius of curvature to create the lower slab surface.

When a feature is designed to represent a fault, the

part that is in contact with the plates on opposite

sides is copied and transformed similarly to create

a fault zone. Fault zones are transformed further

to ensure that their interfaces with air and mantle

remain level. Side surfaces, front surfaces, and back

surfaces are created for all features. Fault zones are

placed on top of regions of slabs that are in contact

with the overriding plates and all fault zones are

connected according to the conceptual definition of

the plates.

9. In plan view, the user is now able to draw the do-

main walls as a polygon of any shape. The polygon

is automatically chosen so that the exterior sides of

slabs are included in the domain walls.

10. Still in plan view, and guided by topography, the

user can draw polygonal regions where surface plate

properties deviate from the standard type properties

of the plate. This can for example be used when a

passive margin is present in the plate and the con-

tinental lithosphere is different (e.g. much thicker)

from the oceanic part of the lithosphere. Sigmoidal

distance functions are used to smoothen the lateral

transition from one plate type to the other.

11. The plate levels (the interfaces between two layers

of a plate) are triangulated using delaunay triangu-

lation.

12. The user has now a collection of model features

(fault zones, plates, slabs, mantle, and optionally

air) that are all described in terms of triangulated

(or otherwise piecewise planar) surfaces. Therefore,

each of these features is in itself a PLC. These fea-

tures have been created so that where they make

contact in the conceptual model, they do so seam-

lessly in the PLC model. Two features that are in

Figure D.2: Cross-sectional view (left) showing earthquake hypocenter locations, mantle tomography and the previous

(dotted) and active (solid) slab sections; plan view (right) showing fault and slab topography contours and in red the

section currently active in the cross-sectional view.
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contact (e.g. crust and air) share a common set of

facets. The Modelmaker program is now able to

compile these PLCs into one large aggregate which

can be subsequently communicated to the mesh gen-

erator.

13. Additional files are written that communicate to the

modelling software how the temperature field and

other fields should be constructed and how model

features can be addressed.

The result of the above described procedure applied to

the Banda region is shown in Figure D.3.
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Figure D.3: Previous page: individual components of the mesh are shown displaced radially to highlight their separa-

bility. This page, top: mesh composite showing the elements in cutaways at different levels for the different volumes,

highlighting the irregular internal structure but the smooth interfaces present in the mesh. This page, bottom: idem.,

but zoomed in on an interesting region and highlighting the edges of the elements.
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